Lazy Cluster Hat and Scarf Set
Designed by Clare Sullivan
Video tutorial Hat – http://youtu.be/teFZFoKXbxo
US terminology
Easy – Intermediate – counting involved

Yarn options -

Red heart super saver and a 5.5 mm/I hook
Red Heart shimmer DK / 8ply and a 4.00 mm/G hook

Beginning chain 3 does not count as a stitch
If you do not know how to make a hat to fit the size you need, head measurements at the end of the
pattern
Special stitch - Cluster
Yarn over, into stitch, pull up a loop, yarn over, pull through 2, yarn over, into SAME stitch, pull up a loop,
yarn over, pull through 2, yarn over, pull through 3
Special stitch - (dc, cluster) is a dc stitch AND a cluster into the same stitch
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Crown of hat
MR or ch 4 and join with a slip stitch
1. Ch 3, 11 dc into ring, join with a slip stitch to the top of the ch 3
2. Ch 3 (counts as our first stitch) cluster into same stitch as ch 3 *(dc, cluster) into next stitch* repeat from *
to * around, slip stitch to the top of the ch 3
3. Ch 3, dc into same stitch *(dc, cluster)into next stitch) cluster into the next stitch* repeat from * to *
around, you will end each round on a (dc, cluster) slip stitch to the top of the first dc
4. Ch 3, dc into same stitch, cluster into the next stitch (dc, cluster) into next stitch *cluster into the next 2
stitches, (dc, cluster) into next stitch* repeat from * to * around, slip stitch to the top of the first dc
If at any point you have your crown increased enough go straight to the sides of the hat
5. Ch 3, dc into same stitch, cluster into the next 2 stitches (dc, cluster) into next stitch *cluster into the next
3 stitches (dc, cluster) into next stitch * repeat from * to * around, slip stitch to the top of the first dc
6. Ch 3, dc into same stitch, cluster into the next 3 stitches (dc, cluster) into next stitch *cluster into the next
4 stitches (dc, cluster) into next stitch * repeat from * to * around, slip stitch to the top of the first dc
You probably won’t need any more increase stitches, but if you do I will write out 2 more rounds
7. Ch 3, dc into same stitch, cluster into the next 4 stitches (dc, cluster) into next stitch *cluster into the next
5 stitches (dc, cluster) into next stitch * repeat from * to * around, slip stitch to the top of the first dc
8. Ch 3, dc into same stitch, cluster into the next 5 stitches (dc, cluster) into next stitch *cluster into the next
6 stitches (dc, cluster) into next stitch * repeat from * to * around, slip stitch to the top of the first dc
Sides of the hat



Ch 3, dc into same stitch, cluster into each stitch around, slip stitch to the top of the first dc
Repeat last round until you have the length of the hat – if you want to add a edging stop 1 row short of
desired length

Edging




Ch 1, hdc into same stitch (you can use the sc if you prefer) hdc into each stitch around, join with a slip
stitch into the first hdc
Repeat last round
Finish off and sew in ends
Head Measurements
Mathematical formula to make your hat fit
Head circumference measurement divided by 3.14 = the measurement from 1 edge to the other. Keep
increasing until you have that measurement
For example:
•58cm divided by 3.14 = 18 cm (The answer is 18.4cm, you need to round down your answer to nearest
whole number)
•Keep increasing the hat crown until it is 18cm
•The formula will also work for inches
Crochet stretches so keep this in mind when making hats. If you make a hat ½ inch smaller than given
measurements it will stretch to fit
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0-3 months
Hat height = 5.5 to 6"
Head Circumference 14”
Make crown 4 ½ inch across

3 - 10 years
Hat height =8.5"
Head Circumference: 19" - 20 1/2"
Make crown 5 ¾ inch – 6 ½ inch across

3 to 6 months
Hat height= 6.5 - 7"
Head Circumference: 14" - 15”
Make crown 4 ½ inch – 4 ¾ inch across

Teenager
Hat height 9-10"
Head Circumference: 20 1/2" - 22"
Make crown 6 ½ inch – 7 inch across

6 to 12 months
Hat height = 7.5"
Head Circumference: 16" - 18”
Make crown 5 inch – 5 ¾ inch across

Adult Woman
Hat height 9-10"
Head Circumference: 21.5" - 22.5"
Make crown 6 ½ inch – 7 inch across

12 months - 3 years
Hat height = 8"
Head Circumference: 18" to 19"
Make crown 5 ¾ inch – 6 inch across

Adult Man
Hat height 9-10"
Head Circumference: 23" - 24"
Make crown 7 ¼ inch – 7 ½ inch across
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Lazy Cluster Scarf
Designed by Clare Sullivan
USA terminology
Easy
Video tutorial – http://youtu.be/MshxGgfpNes

Special stitch - Cluster
Yarn over, into stitch, pull up a loop, yarn over, pull through 2, yarn over, into SAME stitch, pull up a loop,
yarn over, pull through 2, yarn over, pull through 3
Ch 3 counts as first stitch
Loosely ch an even amount of ch’s for the width you want your scarf – of you find your chains are too tight,
(you will be able to tell after a few rows of the pattern) start the ch’s again with a hook 1 size bigger
1. Cluster into the 4th ch from the hook and each ch across, dc into the last stitch, turn
2. Ch 2 (you can ch 3 if you prefer) cluster into each stitch across, dc into the last stitch (this will be the chains
you skipped at the start of row 1) turn
3. Ch 2, (you can ch 3 if you prefer) cluster into each stitch across, dc into the top of the ch 2 of previous row,
turn
4. Repeat last row for the length of your scarf
Sew in ends
Thank you for choosing my pattern
Happy crochet, Clare xx
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